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The surface reconbination velocity, S, is usually taken to be &
characteristic constant of the surface. However, we have recently shown that S
is strongly dependent on the incident light intensity.
This paper presents a novel photoluninescence(PL)-based measurement nethod
of S. By this nethod, the value of S under device operation conditions can be
deternined in a contactless and non-destructive fashion together with the
energy distribution of the density (Noo) of the surface states causing
recombination. The measurement principldl,nd nethod of the new technique are
presented as well as its application to'bare and passivated Si surfaces.

1.

Surface recombination velocity, S, is
known to be one of the most inportant
parameters which deternine the band edge
photoluninescence(Pt) intensity. Thus, the PL
intensity, IpL, is usually extrenely surface

INTRODUCTION

The surface reconbination process plays
inportant roles in deternining the perfornance of solar cells and optoelectronic deviees. It is conmonly described by the surface reconbination velocity, S. S is usually
taken to be a characteristic constant of the
sul{ace. However, as we have shown recentLytJ, it is strongly dependent on the measurement conditions as well as the semiconductor bulk properties. For exanple, high
quality Si-Si02 interfaces usually give
values of S in t-tre range of 0.1-10 cm/s when
neasured in the.generation mode by the stan-

sensitive. Hbfrever, the relationship between
S and Ip1 is not well established.
Und'ei the assunptions that the surface
recombination is the predoninant reconbination process and that the excitation lieht

is not so strong as to nodify the najority
carrier concentration' one can derive the
following sinple relation for an n-type seniconductor.

s=cNo/ GvL/O)

nethodz/. However, the^ sanp surface
exhibits a much larger S of 10r-104 cn,/s in
the reconbination mode ppder normal solar
eel1 operation condition'/. Thus, knowledge
of the value of S under realistic conditions
of device operation is essential for device
nodeling, design and charactertzation.
This paper presents a novel photolunineseence(Pl)-based measurement nethod of S. By
this nethod, the value of the effective surface recombination velocity, So, under device
operation conditions can be d-eternined in a
contactless and non-destructive fashion together with the energy distribution of the
density of the surfaee states causing
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where ND is donor density, f is the excitation int-ensity and C i s a constant whi ch
depends on geonetrical amangements, reflection coefficient of the surface, the ninority
carrier diffusion length etc. S in the above
expression is the effective surface reconbination velocity evaluated at the edge of
the surface depletion and accumulation layer
rather than the actual surface itself.
Thus one sees from Eq. (1) that not the PL
intensity itself but the PL efficiency defined by Ip1./ Q, is related to S. The usual
assumption af a constant S corresponds to
the situation where Ipr is proportional to
O. Hgyever, as bodf of our Previous
theoryr/ and measurements have denonstrated,
Ior is not proportional to O , which means
tirlt the value of s is not a constant of
surface. This variation of S with 0 is
caused by the fact that the surface band
bending, separation of quasi Ferni levels and
amount of surface state charge chanele with

recombination.

In this paper, the measurement principle
and nethod of the new technique are presented. The applicability of the present
nethod was denonstrated by applying it to
bare and passivated silicon surfaces in view
of solar cel1 aPPlications.
2.

(1)

PRINCIPLE OF THE NEW METHOD
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of the nunbers of excited charges.
Thus, the value of S can be evaluated by
analyzing the dependence of Pt efficiency on
0. The plot of the dependence of PL efficiency on A is hereafter referred to as the
PL efficiency spectrum. Figure 1 schematically shows the behavior of a typical Pt efficiency spectrun. The PL efficiency spectrun
the
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consists of three distinct regions. Anong
them, the transition region between dark
pinning region and the radiative or Auger
recombination linited region, is nost inportant to obtain information concerning the
surface reconbination. For example, it can be
shown that the slope of the PL efficiency
spectrum in the transition region and the
photon flux density Q 0 causing this transition, give the distribution shape and magnitude of the surface or interface state
density, Nss, respectively.
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Fig.1 Behavior of S" and Iptr.
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Since the assunptions to derive Eq. (1) do
not hold generally and the physical Brocesses
involving changes of the surface band bend-
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ing, separation of quasi Ferni levels and
of surface state charge, are extremeIy conplicated, the analysis of the PL efficiency spectra has to be done on conputer.
For this purpose, the previously developed
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Fig.2 Calculated behavior of S" and ipf,.
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one dimensional Scharfetter-Ggrynel type vector natrix sinulation program't was used. It
includes SRH surface recombination process
through surface state continuum, presence of
surface fixed charge, bulk SRH reconbination,
and bulk radiative and Auger recombinations.
Figure 2 shows an exanple of the calculated behavior of Se and PL efficiency spec-
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tra for an n-tylre Bi surface having discrete, uniform or U-shaped Noo distribution.
It is clearly seen that the-behavior of So
and PL efficiency spectra depend strongly oil
the N"" distribution shape. The nechanisn
responsible for this d.ifference is schenatically shown in Fig.3. For the discrete
states, the number of states participating
the reconbination becomes constant, &s soon
as the the quasi Ferni levels are amply split
by the excitation light. 0n the other hand,
the nunber of states partieipating reconbination increases with the split of quasi Ferni
levels for continuous distributions. Thus,
more photons are required to shift
quasi
Ferni levels through continuous surface
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Fig.3 Split of quasi Ferni levels and states
causing reconbination.

spectra, an autonatic PL measurement systen
shown in FiS.4 was used. Ar' laser light
(514.5nn) was used as the excitation source
and the excitation intensity was autonaticalIy changed by the computer controlled ND

filters.

Exanples of the measured PL data and
deternined Sa are shown in Fig.5 for unBassivated and-passivated n-type Si wafers.
Surface of unpassivated sanple was treated by
HF. For passivation, oxidation was done in
dry OZ at 1000 "C for 2 hours. By fitting
the experimental PL efficiency data to theory, it was found that the surface states have
U-shaped Nss distributions. It is seen in
FiS.S that the value of S" is a strong function of 6 , giving reaEonable values of
20,000 cm/s and 2,000 cm/s for unpassivated
and passivated Si surfaces, respectively,

states than the discrete surface state.
By fitting calculated PL efficiency spectrun to experimental data, one can deternine
the values of S as a function of p as well as
the N"" distribution causing reconbination.
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Fig.4 Experinental set-up.
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unpassivated and passivated Si surfaces,
respectively, under 1 sun condition. N""
distributions on bare and passivated Si surface were found to be both U-shaped.
As conpared with the previous netfiqds of
S measurement including the M02\ nethodz), the
photo-decay nethod (wafer r )*t and the frequency nodulated photo-cument nethodD), the
new nethod has the following advantages:
(a) It provides values of S und.er the device
operation conditions.
(b) It is contactless and directly applicable
to wafers as well as to internediate processing steps.
(c) It is non-destruetive.
(d) It requiring a sinple and standard set-up.
(e) It sinultaneously determines the N""
distribution causing surface recombination.
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Fig.5 Measured PL efficiency and deternined
S" for unpassivated and passivated Si surface.
under 1 sun condition. Figure 5 also shows
that the value of So is considerably reduced
under concentrated Sun1ights. Figure 6 shows
an example of the deternined N"" distribution
on bare Si surface whose deternination was
impossible previously. The observed PL line
shape is also shown in the inset.
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A novel photoluninescence(Pt)-based measurement nethod of the surface reconbination
velocity, S, was presented. It was shown that
this method can deternine the value of S
under deviee operation conditions as well as
the energy distribution of the density of the

surface states causing reconbination.
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passivated Si surfaces in view of solar eell
applications. It was shown that the value of
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